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PREFACE

The Research Establishment Progress Report is a technical report
dealing with work done in the twelve month period ending September 30
each year.

For convenience of readers, this Progress Report is published in
two parts. Part I contains reports from those Research Establishment
Divisions whose work is concerned largely with research; progress in
the work of remaining Divisions and Departments, which is largely
service oriented, is described in Part II. Each part contains its
own overall contents sheet and each sub-division of each part, its
individual contents list. Note that these sub-divisions are
independently paginated.

Wherever possible, the names of staff responsible for the work
being reported are given.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In July 1979, the wide range of engineering functions necessary for the
support and progression of the Research Establishment's research and
development activities were formed into one organisation.

Engineering Services and Operations Division is structured to comprise
six units:

. Reactors Department

. Engineering Services Department

. Site Plant and Maintenance Section

. Waste Control Section

. Testing and Inspection Section

The year has been one of consolidation of the limited effort and
resources available, due to staff and financial restrictions, in order to meet
our commitments to the Research Establishment. Despite these constraints, the
work undertaken has been quite extensive and included the design study for a
replacement reactor for HIFAR, manufacture and testing of experimental
equipment and the discharge of effluent to the Woronora River. The Commission
has since withdrawn its support for the new reactor study in favour of a
refurbishing program for HIFAR.

Work programs have been affected by industrial bans and limitations
imposed by the trade unions on issues such as gradings and allowances.

2. REACTORS

[A.C. Wood]

The Reactors Department is responsible for providing, modifying,
maintaining and operating reactors at the Research Establishment. It is
divided into three sections, one of which (HIFAR Operations) is responsible
for the day-to-day operation of the reactor HIFAR. The other two sections
(Safety and Support, and Engineering) have been concerned with the new reactor
design study and major modifications to HIFAR. The outstanding safety
modifications to HIFAR have been integrated into a program entitled HIFAR
Safety Upgrading Program which is progressing concurrently with the new



reactor design study.

In relation to these two programs, the Safety and Support Section handles
reactor safety analysis and also provides technical specialist support (e.g.
reactor physics and heat transfer) to the Engineering Section. After a safety
assessment has indicated the need for modification, responsibility is then
transferred to the Engineering Section for the implementation of the
modification.

2.1 HI FAR Operations

[G.A. Creef]

The scheduled operation of HIFAR at 10 MM was maintained until 17
September 1979, when it was shut down for periodic maintenance. It is
envisaged that HIFAR will remain shut down until March 1980.

An abstract of the main operating statistics is given in Table 1.

2.1.1 Shift operations

[D.B. Gleed]

The shortage of shift managers (who were previously called reactor shift
superintendents) continued into the year and required additional shift cover
by more senior engineers of the section. Mr R. Lee and Mr M. Railton
successfully completed the shift manager training course and this, to some
extent, alleviated the staff shortage problem. However, another trainee did
not meet the requirements for shift manager accreditation and was transferred
back to Engineering Services Department. Recruitment action has continued to
allow the release of Mr A. Williams to take up his substantive position in the
Plant and Maintenance subsection.

A Commission commitment to the reactor operators' staff association to
reduce the incidence of operation with a minimum strength shift crew, coupled
with a staff shortage in the reactor operator ranks and an unusually high
incidence of sickness, has necessitated considerable overtime. Recruitment
action to increase the subsection strength has been permitted and this is now
under way.



A feature of the year has been the introduction of the new duties and
responsibilities for the shift manager with respect to silent hours as
promulgated in ED11/1979. Its introduction has been particularly useful in
acquainting site management with problems arising during silent hours.

2.1.2 Plant and maintenance

[R.M. Uebel]

Staff problems have continued to hamper the work of the Plant and
Maintenance subsection. The position of leader has been occupied by four
people at various times during the year, thus creating continuity problems in
some projects. The administrative arrangements for the supply of trades staff
to the subsection remain unsatisfactory, a chronic shortage of mechanical
tradesmen being of greatest concern. The staff shortage at the professional
level will be relieved early next year by the transfer of Mr A. Williams from
the Shift Operations subsection.

The following non-routine work was undertaken during the year:

Vehicle airlock

New airlock door operating cylinders were manufactured in 1977. These
were subsequently installed, replacing the existing cylinders which had been
leaking. Some existing components were used in the new installation which is
operating satisfactorily.

Containment

Containment leak rate tests have been shortened in duration from 24 h to
12 h, thus eliminating a source of delay to other work during normal
shutdowns. Results are satisfactory, although 24 h tests will be retained
during major shutdowns or tests following significant work on the containment.

Lack of staff in the Site Plant and Maintenance Section prevented further
progress on the replacement insulation in the reactor sealed building (RSB).
However, some of the insulation around the curved section between the RSB roof
and walls has been replaced.



Instrumentation

Replacement of obsolete instrumentation has continued slowly. However,
new equipment on hand will be installed during the 1979 major shutdown.
Planning for the installation of new nucleonic instrumentation is well
advanced.

Coarse control arms

It has been increasingly difficult to unload coarse control arm (CCA)
assemblies from some of the CCA positions in HIFAR, owing to galling between
the CCA bodies and the liners in the reactor shield plug. Although it is a
routine procedure to 'lap' the CCA bodies after changing the cadmium blades,
nothing can be done to the liners while they remain in the reactor. A new
procedure has been developed to enable the faulty liners to be removed from
the shield plug and lapped with specially made equipment in the active
handling bay before being re-installed.

2.1.3 Support

[J. Bezimienny]

The support subsection is responsible for fuel management, preparation
and updating of reactor physics data, programming, technical records, safety
assessment of irradiation assemblies and liaison with sponsors and designers
of such equipment, handling of activated reactor or experimental components
and preparation of operational reports.

Fuel management

Effects of length of operating cycle on fuel economy were studied in
considerable detail. It is concluded that a shorter operating cycle, say two
weeks as against the present four weeks, would lead to considerable savings on
fuel only if the rig burden increased to some 7 per cent in reactivity terms.
As 1978-79 consumption of fuel was only 45 fuel elements and rig burden was
only about 4.5 per cent for most of the year, consideration of alternative
operating cycles was deferred until the rig burden increases to over 6 per
cent.



Reassessment of some reactor physics data

During the extended major shutdown which commenced in mid-September 1979
the Reactor Analysis Group reassessed some of the reactor physics data using
raw experimental results collected over the past few years. Because of staff
shortages it is extremely difficult to process all raw data while the reactor
is operating.

Improved uranium dioxide irradiation container

Because of the growing demand for technetium-99m, a new, single heavy-
walled aluminium can having two independently welded bottom seals has been
developed for the irradiation of UCL. This new type of can has the following
advantages :

. More target material is contained per can.

. The target material has a lower irradiation temperature, which
subsequently increases product yield.

. The target material is extracted by only one cutting operation
instead of the five necessary for previous irradiation cans; hence
handling and production costs are reduced.

Bulk irradiation rig X202 for 6V graphite facilities

A new type of irradiation rig was designed by the Irradiation Rig
subsection for activation of mechanical components in a 6V HIFAR graphite
facility. The rig concept was developed from past experimental irradiations
by the Radioisotope Applications Research Section in view of the interest
shown by private industry. By mildly activating certain machine components,
the rate of friction wear and the useful life expectancy of these parts can be
accurately determined.

Gamma calorimeter rig X199

Approval was given for the design and manufacture of a gamma calorimeter
which is to be used primarily for the determination of in-core gamma radiation
intensity during reactor shutdown conditions.

The rig comprises a simple gamma-heated calorimeter and adaptor for use
in hollow fuel elements and/or other vertical facilities.



Fuel element flask safety interlocks

Safety interlocks on both fuel element flasks have been designed and
approved for installation. They are to be fitted to avoid accidental jamming
of an irradiated fuel element during raising or lowering operations.
Installation by the Plant and Maintenance subsection has been delayed owing to
shortage of labour.

2.2 Safety and Support

[D.B. McCulloch)

2.2.1 Significant events

For ten days in February 1979, M. Christian Desandre of Technicatome, a
subsidiary of CEA, visited Lucas Heights for an intensive discussion of the
design, safety, performance and operating characteristics of French pool
reactors similar to those under consideration in the new reactor design study.
As a result of this visit, and in conformity with the 11-point | ..n, three
contracts were let to Technicatome between March and August 1979 at a total
cost of $ A380 114. Under these contracts, Technicatome is to supply
information on design, safety and operating experience relevant to swimming
pool reactors with power to about 40 MW suitable for Australian conditions.
Contract 1 has been completed and some information has been received under
Contracts 2 and 3. Three officers, a physicist and two engineers, visited
France to facilitate the execution of the contracts, to resolve particular
problems regarding the design, and to obtain an understanding of the CEA
approach to design and safety.

Participation in the preparation of the IAEA's proposed guidebook on
'Research and Test Reactor Conversions from the Use of HEU to the use of LEU
Fuels' was continued.

2.2.2 Physics

[D.B. McCul'loch, G.S. Robinson, D.J. Wilson]

The 'Carter initiative' to reduce the maximum fuel enrichment to 20 per
cent uranium-235 or less, in as many cases as possible, makes the conceptual
core development for any proposed new, high performance, research reactor



rather difficult. Highly enriched uranium in the form of uranium/aluminium
plates has traditionally been used to give the highest performance vs cost
index for such reactors, and enrichment reduction in general will give reduced
perfonnance and/or increased costs.

For the pool reactor systems under consideration, core neutronic studies
have shown that by taking advantage of the most advanced and well established
research reactor fuel technology (approximately 42 wt % U in Al), enrichment
can be reduced to about 45 per cent uranium-235 with relatively small
penalties in costs and performance; this has been selected as the reference
fuel for the study. A successful outcome of intensive development and testing
programs in Europe and USA of aluminium-based fuels containing up to 60-70 wt
% U could make 20 per cent enrichment feasible for the new reactor, but would
still lead to significant cost and performance penalties compared with
operation using more highly enriched fuels. Meanwhile, tho French 'caramel'
fuel, which consists of small flat 'caramels' of UO^ assembled as zircaloy-
clad flat plates, is being adopted as a 'low-enrichment alternative fuel for
performance studies, although it is believed that the fabrication costs, and
hence reactor fuel cycle costs, of this type of fuel are likely to be
substantially higher than those for the high uranium density, aluminium-based
fuels.

2.2.3 Thermal hydraulics

[F.D. Nicholson]

Preliminary information from Technlcatome, supported by calculations by
Engineering Research Division, suggests that fuel element powers can be
increased significantly above those of the French SILOE (down-flow cooled)
reactor despite the higher temperature of the heat sink of the proposed
Australian reactor. It therefore appears likely that a power of at least 40
MW could be achieved with a down-flow core of SILOE size adapted to Australian
conditions. At this power, adequate neutron fluxes should be available to
meet the principal perfonnance goals. If this is confirmed by current
studies, the more complex and expensive upflow design (cf. French OSIRIS) need
not be considered further.

There are two areas which require resolution In the thermal hydraulic
analysis of the new reactor. The first concerns the rationale of the pump
blockage transient which limits the power of the reactor in the French
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assessments. The second Is the French estimate of the two-phase pressure drop
in the core which has yet to be reconciled with accepted data in world
literature.

Experiments are being done by Engineering Research Division on burnout in
narrow rectangular channels to confirm the available burnout correlations
which, for the most part, were determined for round channels.

2.2.4 Environment

[P.A. Bonhote]

The preliminary information on the environmental impact of the project,
required to satisfy Section 2.2 of the Administrative Procedures prescribed in
the Environmental Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act 1974-5, was prepared;
this completes point 6 of the 11-point plan.

2.2.5 Site selection

[P.A. Bonhot.e]

A limited engineering and economic evaluation to establish the
comparative advantages and disadvantages of Lucas Heights and Jervis Bay
siting for the new reactor was commenced. These locations were selected for
comparison oecause substantial relevant data were available, and they could be
considered as typical examples of a range of urban and remote sites.

2.2.6 Decommissioning of HIFAR

[P.A. Bonhote, L.J. Smith]

All components inside the biological shield have been itemised, and some
calculations have been performed to determine the dose rates of the
components, based on the activities of their activation products. The
calculated values did not show good agreement with values extrapolated from
radiation measurements made during previous major shutdowns. The more
reliable activities are those based on the measured values; a further series
of measurements will be made during the closing stages of the current major
shutdown so that practical procedures for dismantling the reactor can be
developed with confidence.



2.2.7 Scheduli nq and contract management

[N.S. Stewart, J.H. Bennett]

Milestone 2, which was scheduled for the end of March 1980, will be
delayed several months, partly because of delays in placing contracts, and
partly because Technicatome has been tardy in meeting its schedules. Although
the scheduling documents so far produced are of limited use, the logic remains
valid and they can be updated as necessary.

2.2.8 Safety

[N.S. Stewart]

The Safety Officer attended a Nuclear Reactor Safety Course conducted by
the UKAEA Safety and Reliability Directorate, at Harwell, United Kingdom.
Safety codes and guides for the new reactor design study are being developed
in consultation with the Licensing and Regulatory Bureau.

2.3 Reactor Engineering

[W.J. Sinclair]

2.3.1 New reactor design study

[M.R. Allen, R.M. Uebel, D.J. Patterson, 6.J. Cybula, N.A. Parsons, L.J.
Smith]

A preliminary design brief (RD/TN2) specifying the purpose of the
reactor, its performance goals and safety requirements has been prepared.
During the course of the study, this brief will be revised and updated.

SILOE irradiation rig documentation supplied by Technicatome has been
studied in detail and found to be generally satisfactory in range and depth.
Further information is being sought in a few specific areas.

Proposals by beam users for increased facilities in the new reactor and
improved facilities in HIFAR were examined. The proposals are now being
reconsidered and revised by the users on the basis of cost vs potential for
usage.
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Following an assessment of potential hazards from natural events (e.g.
cyclones, earthquakes) at "IB Research Establishment, it was recommended that
the nuclear-related facilities should be reassessed for their integrity during
seismic activity, using the latest techniques.

Surveys were completed on common-mode failures in nuclear plants and
anticipated transients without scram (ATWS). Although some regulatory
offices, principally those in the USA, favour the installation of a second,
independent, shutdown system, it is not universally conceded that this v/ould
improve the safety of the system as a whole.

2.3.2 HIFAR studies

[N.A. Parsons, G.J. Cybula]

At the request of the Reactor Safety Committee, the loss-of-coolant
accident analysis for HIFAR was re-examined. The revision considers the plant
as currently constructed and operating at a power level of l"s MW. Arguments
concerning reactivity insertion events were also re-examined. It was
concluded that for loss-of-coolant accidents, the consequences are wi th in
acceptable l imi ts .

2.3.3 Energy conservation study

[G.J. Cybula]

A survey was undertaken of potential areas for energy economies at the
Research Establishment. As a result, Energy Conservation Officers have been
appointed for all major buildings, and a report prepared for their guidance in
implementing their duties, which are directed primarily to reduction of
electricity consumption.
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3. ENGINEERING SERVICES

[W.J. Turner]

3.1 General

Engineering Serices Department consists of (a) Engineering Projects
Section (A/Manager: R.S. McAneny), (b) Engineering Production Section
(Workshop Superintendent: H.B. Hutchens), and (c) Works Section (Manager: J.D.
Wilson). These sections provide a service to all areas of the Commission and
are responsible for the design, drafting, manufacture, assembly and
commissioning of equipment. The Works Section is also responsible for the
building design and construction programs.

During the past year, several programs have been severely restricted
owing to cuts in funding, lack of staff, and some industrial unrest, including
the imposition of bans on work in some significant areas. These problems have
also led to a reduction in the standard of ground and building maintenance.
For example, much maintenance is now performed on a breakdown basis rather
than as part of a preventive program.

3.2 Mk III Technetium-99m Generator

The facilities for the production and assembly of the generator
components have been installed in Building 23, and inactive testing is
proceeding. The ventilation system, pneumatic conveyor, rear-of-cell railway
system and mobile cell have been commissioned. Active testing and
commissioning of the facilities will commence after the next major shutdown of
HIFAR.

Twenty samples of the Mk III generator case mould have arrived and drop
tests will be undertaken in accordance with IAEA regulations. All other
packaging components have been ordered and will be available before completion
of the active testing.

Submissions to the Commonwealth Department of Health will be based on the
experience gained during the active testing; this is scheduled to take place
in April/May 1980. This project has placed heavy demands on the workshop
where approximately 130 individual jobs for the project were undertaken
successfully. There were difficulties in developing the moulds for the
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special lead pots but these have been overcome and the prototype pot has been
completed.

3.3 Pultrusion Pilot Plant

The laboratory pultruder which had operated successfully in Building 3
has been moved to Building 14 where it has been set up ready for some test
runs. These runs will be used to test the new radio frequency heating unit
and allow development of the mandrel.

The resin pumping and reticulation system, which stores, heats and
delivers resin to the mandrel, has been designed and manufactured. A number
of carbon fibre spools and friction brake tensioners, which provide a means of
wrapping the circumferential tows about the mandrel, have been designed and
manufactured. Some design work on the hydraulic pulling equipment has still
to be completed; it is anticipated that the design of all components will be
completed by February 1980. Many of the components have been manufactured;
however, the trial assembly cannot proceed until the stands are received from
the contractor. These units, which were too large to be built in the Research
Establishment workshop, are expected from the contractor towards the end of
the year. Because of the large number of high priority tasks at the
workshops, it is unlikely that all manufacture will be completed before mid-
1980.

The system ventilation has been designed and specifications for equipment
are being discussed with the ventilation consultant.

3.4 SYNROC Fabrication Studies

Materials Division is undertaking a program to assess the suitability of
hot isostatic pressing for fabricating nickel-encapsulated SYNROC specimens.
To assist Materials Division in this project, the Engineering Services
Department has undertaken a feasibility study to investigate the comparative
costs and timescales of designing and manufacturing a hot isostatic press at
the Research Establishment, or purchasing a unit designed to our
specification.

The specifications for this press are (a) a furnace work area of 127 mm
dia. and 228 mm height; (b) operating pressure of 207 MPa; (c) operating
temperature 1250-1350°C; and (d) housing of all high pressure equipment in a



specially built blast room, all operations being controlled and monitored
remotely from a laboratory.

The feasibility study signified the expertise necessary to design and
manufacture a pressure vessel to fulfil the above requirements. The supplier
will be required to provide:

(a) the pressure vessel assembly with integral external cooling jacket,
top and bottom closures and support base;

(b) a furnace, complete with temperature and power control systems;

(c) gas compression system, complete with argon gas compressor piping,
control system and safety interlocks;

(d) a heat exchanger circuit for system cooling; and

(e) an evacuation, pumping and control system.

The AAEC will provide

(a) the cooling tower and secondary cooling water circuit;

(b) the gas storage system;

(c) the air supply system; and

(d) a blast room and laboratory.

The National Energy Research, Development and Demonstration Council
(NERDDC) will provide a grant to cover the cost of purchase of the press and
associated blast room. The specification has been issued and tenders are
expected in January/February 1980; delivery and installation are expected to
be approximately 12-18 months from the date of ordering.

In the meantime, Engineering Projects Section has designed a vacuum
vessel to enable assessment of hot vacuum pressing of SYNROC samples;
manufacture of this vessel is expected to be completed by February/March 1980.
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3.5 Coarse Control Arm Liners

Manufacture of three CCA liners for HIFAR was requested, the first of
which is to be completed for the major HIFAR shutdown. The main difficulty
regarding manufacture of these items is procurement of suitable material even
in fairly basic types and sizes; in most cases, a tube has to be fabricated
from sheet material. The first unit has been completed and the others will
follow as material becomes available.

3.6 Building 64 Eastern Extension

A contract for the eastern extension of Building 64 for the centrifuge
enrichment project was completed by J.P. Cordukes Pty Ltd at a cost of
$202 051. This extension to the main laboratory is approximately 325 m in
area and includes new change rooms and a ventilation plant room. The
extension comprises a steel framed masonry wall with a metal deck roof. In
accordance with Commission practice, the extension will be provided with a
once-through, temperature-controlled ventilation system.

3.7 Building 23 - Isotope Production Modifications

The original Building 23A was designed in the early 1960s when the demand
for and variety of radiopharmaceuticals were low and production standards were
not critical. Present requirements are radically different and the safety and
quality control needs for all phases of radiopharmaceutical production have
led to the following program of building modifications:

(i) The control stores and packaging building was constructed in 1978 to
extend the main bay and allow separate packing facilities to operate
with bonded stores to ensure the final product integrity. Actual
cost was $134 125.

(ii) The change room and loading bay will be modified in 1979 to allow
safety-oriented separation of change room functions and
rationalisation of corridor systems within the building, to ensure
the integration of quality assurance needs with the diverse
production requirements for the overall block A facilities.
Contract price is $63 207. These works, expected to be completed in
December 1979, entail the extension of the existing male change room
and the loading dock to the east. This will provide space for a new
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direct personnel entry into the new lobby opposite the main northern
entrance to block B and a straight corridor through block A, thus
eliminating the tortuous passageway through production areas. It
will also provide a separate waste store instead of a combined
general and waste store.

(iii) Ventilation modifications are approved which will provide the
existing production areas with both positive and negative (to
ambient) pressure systems to comply with the Commonwealth Department
of Health 'Code of Good Manufacturing Practice for Therapeutic
Goods'. The work will be staged between 1979 and 1982 to ensure
minimum interruption to isotope production. The total estimated
cost is $190 000 of which $90 000 has been approved for expenditure
in 1979/80. Both Research Establishment and contract effort will be
required for this work.

3.8 Connection of Site Sewer to Amenities Building. Stevens Hall and Credit
Union

A contract for $64 721 has been let for the construction of a pumping
station and rising main to connect Buildings 35B, 35C and 52 to the Site
gravity reticulation. The contract includes the connection of the gravity
reticulation at the eastern end of the Site. A further contract will be let
in 1979/80 to connect the remaining Site buildings to the Site sewerage
system.

3.9 Connection of Site to MWS&DB Sewer

Approval has been received from the Metropolitan Water, Sewerage and
Drainage Board (MWS&DB) for proposals to extend the existing Woronora
discharge pipeline to connect to the MWS&DB Engadine carrier. Negotiations
are being carried out by the Department of Administrative Services for
permission for the extended pipeline to cross Crown land.

Gutteridge, Haskins and Davey Pty Ltd, Consulting Engineers for the
project, have commenced the Site survey and will submit draft tender documents
for approval towards the end of October.
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3.10 Building 4 Site Compressed Air Supply

The rapidly increasing, anticipated demands on the central compressed air
plant in Building 4 have required a considerable increase in the capacity of
the installed plant. In addition to the expanded plant, modifications to the
pipework costing $14 749 and a new cooling tower costing $20 752 were
required.

3.11 Site Substations

The eastern end of Site is serviced by substation No.3 which also
supplies substations 4, 6 and 7.

Because of the steady increase in electrical load at the eastern end of
the Site, caused by new buildings and building extensions, the 11 kVA cable
from the Sydney County Council substation to substation No.3 is reaching its
maximum rating. As the first stage of a three-year program to rationalise the
electrical supply at the eastern end of the Site, a new high tension
switchroom is under construction at a cost of $27 350. As part of the same
contract, the switchgear for substation No.5 is being enclosed in a brick
building at a cost of $18 300. This completes enclosure of the switchgear at
all Site substations.

3.12 Building 56 Ceramics Laboratory

The demand for cooling water for research projects has been increasing
rapidly. A new cooling tower has been installed by contract at a cost of
$23 479. Modifications to the reticulation inside the building were carried
out by the Site Plant and Maintenance subsection.

3.13 Building 19 Isotope Research

A new fume cupboard and extract system were required for isotope
research. The main building ventilation system was constructed from PVC for
the original beryllium research programs. As the new fume cupboard would be
handling significant quantities of solvents, it was necessary to provide not
only the fume cupboard but a separate plant room, filter bank and direct
connection to the building exhaust stack. The total cost was $12 347.
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3.14 Staff Shortages

Staff numbers during this period were drastically low in every section.
Finance for outside contract work was also reduced, limiting any relief in the
drafting and manufacturing areas. Owing to an aging workforce, sickness,
retirements, etc. and lack of apprentice recruitment, the loss of special
expertise from the department has been quite pronounced. Although most of the
key positions are now occupied by experienced people there is no support in
the event of further resignations, particularly in the welding area; a
rigorous training program must be undertaken.

Although approval has been granted to recruit a minimum number of trade
staff, such staff are not for hcoming due largely to the general shortage of
metal tradesmen. In general, resignations are outnumbering recruitments;
this has resulted in the closure of some detached workshops.

On the basis of reduced staff numbers the work output potential has been
reduced by the following percentages:

Engineers - 50
Draftsmen - 25
Tradesmen - 25 + loss of apprentice output

It is very apparent that because of the lack of effort, especially in the
engineering ranks, an acceptable service to the Site can no longer be
provided.

3.15 Apprentices

Apprentices have always been the life blood of the Commission insofar as
they supply trained replacements for the trade, drafting and technician ranks.
Over the years, this has allowed the Commission to have access to a specially
trained pool of staff and to maintain the special expertise required at the
Research Establishment. A yearly intake of apprentices was always allowed
until 1975 when, owing to staff restrictions, the practice was discontinued.

In early February 1979, approval was given to employ 20 apprentices in
eight trade categories (fitting and machining, sheetmetal work, electrical
fitter mechanic, plumber, painter and decorator, carpenter joiner, motor
mechanic, lithographic printing and platemaker). The last two trades are new
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training areas for AAEC apprentices.

A total of 302 applications were received, of which 103 applicants were
requested to take selection tests, but only 55 attended. These tests were a
necessary procedure as very few schools were giving class marks or teacher
reports on the students.

After participating in the selection tests 48 applicants were personally
interviewed and 20 apprentices were chosen. The first apprentices started on
14 May 1979 after security clearance and medicals. Some apprentices had
previously started technical college studies as pre-apprentices, whilst
others, because of their high school achievements, were allowed to undertaken
short-term full-time training (five months full-time study, covering stages 1
and 2). The rest will start their technical training in February 1980.
Because of the problems the Commission has in recruiting suitable staff it Is
essential that this apprentice training scheme be maintained with a regular
annual intake.

4. SITE PLANT AND MAINTENANCE

[C.E. Greig]

The Site Plant and Maintenance Section is primarily a plant engineering
organisation and accountable to the Manager, Engineering Services and
Operations. It is responsible for all technical and trade functions
associated with the operation and maintenance of a wide range of plant and
services including high and medium voltage electricity supplies, standby power
generation, active ventilation systems, air-conditioning, boilers, hydraulic
systems, fresh water supplies and various gas services. In addition to these
functions, technical and trade support are provided for reactor maintenance,
developmental work and major research projects. All work is undertaken
through three service subsections, and a large operational subsection. The
latter employs supervisory staff and plant operators on continuous shift.

The section's resources were heavily committed to several major research
and operational projects during the period including the technetium factory,
MD3 (maintenance and modifications), the HIFAR major shutdown, and repairs and
modifications to plant and services. A representative cross section of the
type of work undertaken is described in some detail below. Although the
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Research Establishment was affected, at times, by total and local power
failures the availability of vital services was maintained at better than 99
per cent. Maintenance of some services was affected by staff shortages on
numerous occasions.

4.1 Maintenance and Installation

4.1.1 Epco sewerage plant

The air distribution system in the Epco sewerage plant was modified in
October 1978 and badly corroded piping was renewed. The modification
consisted of the installation of a common lir header and a series of drop
pipes each fitted with a diffuser head and ball valve isolator. According to
the information available, the new pipework and valving should provide better
aeration and circulation of the sewage in the storage tank. A new Rootes
blower has also been installed in place of one of the existing blowers which
was badly worn. These units have a history of high wear rate and high
maintenance costs, e.g. the cost of a complete overhaul is only about 20 per
cent cheaper than the cost of a new blower. It is expected that the new
pipework and controls will reduce the wear rate by regulating air pressure
more evenly.

4.1.2 Central computer

The section provided rigging and electrical trade effort to assist with
the installation of the central computer. Some problems were encountered with
heat dissipation as the new computer had to undergo acceptance tests while the
existing computer was still in operation. When the commissioning was
completed, both computers operated together until the end of February 1979;
the old unit was then decommissioned and returned to the suppliers. Although
the capacity of the main air-conditioning plant has been supplemented by the
output of eight window units installed along the south wall of the building,
the air flow around the computer cubicles was not sufficient to maintain the
temperature within the required range. To overcome this problem, two portable
axial flow fans were utilised to increase the velocity of the cooling air from
the window units.
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4.1.3 Ventilation systems

The plenum air in some of the large active ventilation systems is
filtered by Vokes K600 composite filters; these filters are difficult to
replace and costly to maintain. A whole filter assembly costs $120 and in
Building 2 alone there are 220 of them. The characteristics of a new input
filter, K6, have been assessed; although it is based on the K600 module, it
uses a different filter medium and has superior flow rates and dust carrying
capacity. It is also easy to maintain and has washable filter fabric. The
cost of this filter is $40; thus in Building 2, the replacement of the K600
units by this filter will save (220 x $120) - (220 x $40) = $17 600.

This type of ventilation filter has been installed in No.l high activity
handling cells. The changeover will reduce servicing costs by approximately
50 per cent, replacement costs by $80 per filter assembly, resulting in an
overall saving of $960.

Building 2 stack was inspected externally and internally following a
report from two plant operators that a large bang was heard in the vicinity of
the stack at 9.45 a.m. on 10 June 1979 and that severe vibrations were
observed in the access ladder after the bang was heard.

The stack which is approximately 36.5 m high by 2 m in diameter, is part
of a very large ventilation system and is used to discharge air from the
active laboratories in Building 2 and the No.2 high activity handling cells.

Externally, there was no apparent structural damage but, as a
precautionary measure, all holding-down bolts were tested and found to be
intact. Inside the stack, the protective coating appeared to be uniform
throughout and there was no evidence to suggest that the bang may have been
caused by a small explosion within the stack. The base of the stack and
ventilation discharge apertures were thoroughly inspected, but there was no
sign of the kind of object, e.g. a dislodged ventilation splitter, which could
have caused the incident.

Because of the slight risk of contamination, the inspection staff were
requested to wear self-contained breathing equipment when inside the stack.
It is significant that no contamination of any consequence was found in the
discharge manifold of the ventilation system which is the largest at the
Research Establishment and has been in operation since 1958.
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The active ventilation system in Building 23 radiochemical cells
reduced to low speed for two and a half days over the Queen's Birthday weekend
to enable trade staff to replace two defective slide-type isolating dampers in
the exhaust ductwork with 60 mm dia. Keystone valves. In the planning stages,
it was intended to shut down the ventilation system completely for the
duration of the work, but it was later decided that there would be more
radiological protection if some ventilation was provided while the work was in
progress. The project was completed on schedule and there were no
contamination problems inside the exhaust ductwork. It is now possible to
isolate either of the main exhaust fans without either affecting the
efficiency of the running fan or incurring the risk that the isolated fan will
free-wheel because of reversed air flow as occurred earlier with the slide
dampers.

To overcome recurring problems with the cells exhaust fans in No.2 high
activity handling cells, new transition pieces were designed and fitted
between each fan unit and the exhaust ductwork. As part of this modification,
the outlet damper on both fans was relocated.

Following complaints from trade staff about the adequacy of the
ventilation on the router in the carpentry workshop, the exhaust ductwork was
increased in size to provide better extraction and, as a secondary measure,
two compressed air outlets were installed close to the router spindle to
direct sawdust and timber particles itito the exhaust register. While these
modifications resulted in a significant increase in extraction capacity, they
were not sufficient to remove the particles and vapours which are generated
during cylindrical routing operations. To overcome this problem, the router
has been fully enclosed and the operator is required to work in an air wash
hood which is supplied with filtered breathing air from the compressed air
mains.

Active exhaust ductwork in Building 20 decontamination area has been
uprated to provide better extraction over the cleaning baths and higher flow
rates at the exhaust registers above the sinks. The ductwork required for the
modifications was manufactured off Site and installed by Commission trade
staff. Some final re-balancing has yet to be completed in order to obtain the
correct flow rates at each point.
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4.1.4 Power out?"ie$

Power supplies were interrupted to approximately 40 per cent of the
Research Establishment at 1.50 a.m. on 28 March 1979, when a serious fault in
an 11 kV underground cable caused protective systems to trip the high voltage
oil circuit breakers in No.3 substation. Since this substation supplies high
voltage to Nos.4, 6 and 7 substations, all buildings and plant areas connected
to them were affected by the fault. Electricity supplies to HIFAR were not
affected.

It was found that the overcurrent relay in the red phase of the high
voltage feeder to No.4 substation was showing a fault condition and there were
signs of arcing to frame within the relay enclosure. This caused the earth
fault protection relays to isolate A and B bus sections of the switchboard,
taking out all transformers and the high voltage supplies to the No.3
substation. The circuit breaker controlling the defective feeder was racked
down and removed from the switchboard. No.4 substation transformer secondary
switch fuse unit was then isolated on the medium voltage switchboard and
tagged with a 'danger' marker. Normal power supplies were then restored to
No.3 substation after a careful survey of switchgear and associated
transformers. Before these operations, the Site Emergency Office (SEO), which
had changed over automatically to an emergency battery power supply on loss of
mains power, was connected to an alternative supply from the medium voltage
switchboard in the boilerhouse, which receives its power from No.2 substation,
which was not affected by the fault.

While the high voltage supply to No.4 substation was out of service, the
buildings supplied with power from this source (Canteen, AINSE, Gatehouse,
Stores, Transport, etc.) were supplied by an alternative medium voltage feeder
of limited capacity from No.3 substation and by a 156 kVA mobile diesel
alternator. The latter was connected directly to the feeder supplying the
Canteen and AINSE and, apart from fuelling operations, it was operated
unmanned for ten days. Some restrictions on power consumption were imposed to
prevent overloading of the plant and the alternative supply cable.

Firms specialising in electrical fault location, servicing of high
voltage switchgear and cable jointing were called in to trace the fault and to
effect repairs. Some difficulty was experienced in locating the fault, but
this was later resolved with the assistance of specialists from the Sydney
County Council, who were able to pin-point the fault to within 25 to 50 mm of
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the actual location with the aid of highly computerised test equipment. To
effect a satisfactory repair it was necessary to renew approximately 12 m of
high voltage cable and to connect each end to the existing cable with compound
filled, lead-wiped sheathing which is enclosed in straight-through Henley
joint boxes. On completion of the repair the cable was tested to establish
compliance with the high voltage test requirements of the Electricity
Commission of New South Wales and the Sydney County Council. The insulation
resistance of cable cores to earth and between cores, transformer high voltage
windings and medium voltage windings, including the frame, was checked before
and after the high voltage test with a 2000 volt d.c. insulation tester. The
high voltage test involved the application of 17.5 kV d.c. for 10 minutes to
each cable core to earth and 30 kV d.c. for ten minutes between all cores in
turn. The leakage capacitive currents during the test were steady at 0.01 mA
d.c. for the cable cores to earth test and 0.008 mA d.c. for the between core
test. The cable passed the high voltage test and was recommissioned after
phasing out with the medium voltage supply in No.4 substation.

An intermittent fault was responsible for the loss of power to the main
switchboard in Building 23 extension on three occasions during the period.
The fault was difficult to diagnose, but it was finally traced to a high
resistance joint in the time limit fuse located in the protective circuit of
the C7 medium voltage circuit breaker in No.l substation. Because of the high
resistance at the fuse, the current which it would normally handle without
causing the circuit breaker to trip was channelled through a solenoid which is
activated when the fuse blows because of overload or cable fault conditions.
A new time limit fuse was fitted and no further trips have occurred.

4.1.5 Boiler inspection

Nos.l and 2 boilers were found to be in satisfactory condition when
opened for inspection by the Department of Industrial Relations inspector.
No.l boiler was stripped down for biennial maintenance. All mountings,
sootblowers and burner assemblies were overhauled, firerow tube deflections
were checked and soot was removed from the uptakes and the base of the stack.
A contract was let for cleaning of the stack internally and painting it with a
protective coating. Although there was evidence of superficial corrosion over
a wide area, the steeplejacks have reported that the stack is in reasonably
good condition for its age compared to similar stacks in private industry some
of which have had to be replaced after only 2-3 years of service. The plant
was recommissioned in time to supply the winter heat load.
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4.1.6 Animal house package boiler

A new Simon Steam Iron package boiler has been installed adjacent to the
large autoclave unit in the animal house to replace the autoclave boiler which
has been in service since 1960 and has reached the end of its economic life.
It was impossible to obtain a replacement boiler that would fit In the space
of the existing one, which was mounted as an integral component of the
autoclave assembly; the only practical alternative was a small package boiler
which necessitated modification to the steam pipes and the autoclave control
system. The new boiler has been in operation for several months and, apart
from minor adjustments, has been supplying sufficient steam to satisfy the
stringent sterilisation requirements of a pathogen-free laboratory.

4.1.7 Site emergency office rectifier failure

A large number of plant, fire and activity alarms were activated when a
rectifier and an emergency battery system located in the Site Emergency Office
(SEO) plant room, were affected by rain water which had leaked from a fault in
an internal downpipe. A standby rectifier was installed to enable the
defective unit to be serviced. The fault in the downpipe was caused by a
piece of estafoam measuring 280 mm x 381 mm x 50 mm which apparently had been
compressed into the top of the downpipe to prevent the sound of dripping. In
time, the estofoam moved through the downpipe to an elbow near the rectifier;
this restriction prevented the rain water from draining, causing a buildup in
the hydraulic head which overstressed the elbow joint and caused it to fail.
Since it is not practicable to remove the downpipe from the plant room, heavy
grilles have been fitted above the roof entry points of each downpipe as a
precaution against similar incidents.

4.1.-3 Heating systems

The cost of boiler fuel has continued to rise during the period and is
currently $179.79 per tonne. By comparison, the cost of fuel oil in July 1978
was slightly less than $50 per tonne. It is highly probable that further
significant price increases will occur during the next quarter. It is
interesting to note that the program for the electrification of the boiler
heat loads, which was commenced some years ago, has progressed to the stage
where fuel oil consumption has been reduced from a maximum of 1 200 000 L per
year to approximately 450 000 L per year.
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New electric space heating systems have been installed and commissioned
in Buildings 5 and 19 in recent months and plans are well in hand for the
electrification of the space heating loads in Building 22. The work involved
in each case, including design and contract documentation, has been handled by
the Electrical Design subsection and Works Section. Some minor problems were
experienced with the heating system in Building 5, but these should be
resolved during the early stages of the maintenance program; apart from minor
adjustments to a pressure switch which controls the power to the heating
elements, the electric heating system in Building 19 appears to be operating
satisfactorily.

4.1.9 Cooli ng water systems

The cooling water system in Building 56 has been upgraded to provide
additional cooling capacity for new research apparatus, furnaces and high
frequency generating equipment. The extra capacity has been provided by a new
evaporative cooling tower and associated pumping system. The tower receives
water at 41°C and returns it to the system at 27°C at the rate of 160 L per
minute. The design conditions are achieved at 23°C wet bulb temperature. A
number of minor adjustments were required to obtain a state of equilibrium
between the drain tank, which is located below ground level, and the cooling
tower sump. In general, however, the plant appears to be performing
satisfactorily since it was accepted from Works Section early in August 1979.

Compressor switchgear and cooling water pipes in the boilerhouse plant
room had to be modified to enable contractors to install a distribution
switchboard and control centres for the gas flow analysis rig, cooling tower
and a large dryer unit. The new tower replaces a much smaller one which had
to be taken out of service to facilitate the connection of the replacement to
the existing cooling water systems which provide cooling for high pressure hot
water pumps and compressed air plant. Alternative cooling for this plant
during the changeover was provided directly from the mains water system. The
new tower has been commissioned and, apart from minor teething troubles,
appears to be operating satisfactorily.

4.1.10 Diesel generating plant

Some problems were experienced during a test operation of the Petbow
Rolls Royce diesel generating plant which supplies standby power for MD3 in
Building 64. During the test, the voltage regulation was found to be unstable
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and the plant tended to shut down completely after a few minutes of operation
on load for no apparent reason. Also, under simulated mains failure
conditions, the plant would not always start in the automatic mode.

These faults were traced to a faulty voltage control rheostat, a defect
in the overspeed protection circuitry and a faulty, three-stage, pulsed
starter relay. Two of the defects were rectified by replacing the faulty
components, but the overspeed circuitry has to be modified in accordance with
an instruction received from the UK manufacturer, who was contacted on behalf
of the Commission by its Australian agent. Briefly, the modifications involve
the fitting of a 200 mA choke in each d.c. line lead to the overspeed unit, a
0.1 mF capacitor across the d.c. supply, a 100 ohm, 1 watt resistor in each
lead from a.c. sensing supply to terminals in the overspeed control unit and
a 0.2 mF capacitor across the same terminals.

4.1.11 Cranes

The CAP 8-tonne mobile crane was returned to service in time for the
major shutdown of HIFAR. Extensive repair work had been done including
complete dismantling of the turntable, manufacture and fitting of a new
slewing ring, reclamation of keeper plates and roller assemblies, overhaul of
the hydraulic distributor, recharging the hydraulic system and sandblasting
all of the crane structural assemblies and repainting them with industrial
protective coatings.

The Building 23 1.5 tonne Monasteel crane has been modified to handle a
heavier isotope transport flask. The work, which was let to contract,
entailed the installation of a new insulated conductor system, fitting an
upthrust roller on the crane carriage, and the supply and fitting of a drip
tray and breather on the hoist gearbox to reduce oil leakage. These
modifications were necessary to prevent both the crane from tilting with the
heavier load and the collector wires from shorting with the collector bracket.
The crane is operating satisfactorily.

4.1.12 Effluent delay tanks

Defective alum-ply delay tank covers on f ive effluent system delay tanks
have been replaced with large a l u m i n i u m covers. S imi lar covers wil l be fitted
progressively to the delay tanks in other areas when mechanical trade effort
becomes available. The new covers required minor alterations to accommodate
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pipework and to provide access above the level sensing probes in the delay
tanks.

4.2 Summary of Typical Jobs

The following jobs are typical of the type of work handled by the
section's trade staff during the period:

* Modifications to fume cupboard windows in Building 2 plutonium
suite.

* Special crates designed and manufactured for 'on stream exhibit and
flow forming equipment'.

* Modifications to wiring and replacement of capacitors in MD3 power
factor correction cubicle.

* Modifications to heat treatment furnace in Building 3 FED bay.
* Installation of power supplies for central computer.
* Welding a cast iron support column onto special coil winding

mach ine.
* Renovations to interior of exhibition caravan.
* Construction of small plant room at Building 23 Block A and

installation of electrical and plumbing services for a large
autoclave which was transferred from the general purpose cells area
to the new plant room.

* Repairs to hydraulic system in cobalt-60 cell.
* Repairs to large coil winder for Materials Division.
* Construction of mobile trolley and modifications to a furnace base

frame for Materials Division.
* Repair of large expansion bends in a high pressure hot water system.
* Modifications to chilled water system in Building 64.
* Repairs to main computer disk drive unit.
* Installation of power and lighting circuits in new paint shop.
* Installation of control systems for the Mk III generator in Building

23 general purpose cells.
* Re-routing of power supplies and thermocouples to a winding machine

in Building 64.
* Installation of water supply for the Croll Reynolds scrubber in

Building 50.
* Installation of new exhaust fan unit in the junior caves.
* Connection of 'C' effluent line to Building 11 delay tank pumps and

sand filter.
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* Overhaul of de-aerator in boilerhouse and installation of new level
control valve.

* Complete overhaul of freshwater balance tank float control system
and porting valves.

* Maintenance and modifications to Dounreay flask crates.
* Modifications to Hepa filter assembly in cell exhaust system in

Building 19.
* Manufacture of large timber enclosures for Mk III generator

services.
* Painting of walls and services in HIFAR DgO plant room.
* Installation of additional services and modifications to existing
control systems in Mk III generator area.

* Installation of lightning arresters and earth bars in Mo.2
transformer medium voltage switchboard in No.5 substation.

* Overhaul of comminutor unit at sewage treatment plant.
* Installation of compressed air service for HIFAR storage block level

indicator.
* Machining of materials and erection of fencing around Stevens Hall
pool.

5. WASTE CONTROL

[A.T. Duff]

Waste Control Section is responsible for the following tasks:

(a) The handling, transport, treatment, storage, disposal and discharge
of all types and conditions of liquid and solid radioactive and
toxic wastes; the treated low level effluent discharged via the
pipeline to the Woronora River must be within the limit authorised
by the NSW Health Commission.

(b) The transfer and storage of irradiated HIFAR fuel elements in
Building 27 under IAEA surveillance.

(c) The acceptance and jji situ testing of absolute filters and active
ventilation systems with absolute filters, and filter changes in
active ventilation systems.
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(d) Operation of the decontamination and laundry services and
contamination control in active areas.

(e) Recommending additions and/or modifications to existing and proposed
waste control facilities or procedures.

(f) Preparation of monthly waste control reports showing waste arisings,
treatment, storage, disposal and discharges.

5.1 Liquid Waste Control

3
During the last year, 93 110 m of treated effluent was discharged into

the Woronora River in 188 discharges; all discharges complied with the
authorised discharge formula and within the limits for non-radioactive
pollutants as set out in the regulations of the Clean Waters Act 1970 for
class 'C1 waterways.

Approximately 2840 L of medium level liquid waste were received and
3018 L of medium level liquid waste were treated; some of the treated waste
was from the residue held at the end of 1978.

Production of radiopharmaceuticals resulted in 238 L of high level liquid
waste. This was sampled and transferred to shielded storage tanks under
Building 57; 92 L of other high level liquid waste, mainly from isotope
production, was collected in containers.

A program to replace progressively the double air valves (DAVs) along the
effluent pipeline from Site to the discharge point in the Woronora River began
in early October 1978. On 31 October 1978 an adverse report on effluent
operation appeared in the Sydney Daily Mirror to the effect that the pipeline
was (a) in a poor state of repair and (b) a joint in the pipeline was badly
leaking. An investigation showed that the pipeline had been sabotaged at DAV
No.3; the hardened steel hasp of the lock was cut, the locking bar removed
and the heavy ground level plate protecting DAV No.3 was lifted, rocks were
placed so that when the cover plate was replaced the large chamber of the DAV
No.3 would remain open and would allow effluent to escape simultaneously with
the discharge of effluent down the pipeline to the Woronora River. Removal of
the rocks from the valve restored the operation of the DAV No.3 to normal; a
subsequent environmental survey gave a negative result for radioactivity in
soil arising from the leaking DAV No.3. An inspection of the pipeline showed
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that the pipeline was in a good state of operation. The incident was
favourably reported in The Australian on 2 November 1978 and the St George and
Sutherland Shire Leader of 8 November 1978.

An incident occurred in the No.2 hot cells area in November 1978 which
o

resulted in 1.68 m of mixed fission product medium level liquid waste being
collected in the effluent tank associated with the area; the initial activity
was 222 GBq. After a decay period of nine months the effluent was transported
to Building 57 for treatment; at the time of treatment the activity had
decayed to 10 GBq.

5.2 Solid Waste Control

The compaction of low and medium level solid waste recommenced in
Building 57 extension in November 1978; the compacted waste filled 128 200-L
drums. There are now 1639 drums of low and medium level compacted solid waste
being stored on Site. The backlog of low and medium level solid waste
awaiting compaction has been greatly reduced.

Sixty irradiated HIFAR fuel elements were transferred for storage to the
Building 27 fuel element storage facility under IAEA surveillance during two
visits by IAEA inspectors. Seals on all the fuel element storage holes and on
the seven Dounreay flasks storing 175 irradiated HIFAR fuel elements were
changed during one of the visits by the IAEA inspectors. The integrity of the
stainless steel liners storing the irradiated fuel elements was verified twice
during the year.

The contents of the delay/decay storage cells were monitored during the
year. A quantity of the solid waste had decayed sufficiently for it be
suitable for compaction and transfer to low-cost drum storage.

o o
Approximately 57 m of low level waste, 20 m of medium level solid waste

o
and 6 m of high level solid waste were collected from the various areas
during the year.

Polyvinyl alcohol bags which are water soluble at 65°C were introduced
during the year for the collection of active laundry to maximise contamination
control in the collection area and laundry.
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A mobile glove box/fume cupboard was installed in the decontamination
centre, primarily for the changing bags In active-area vacuum cleaners.

5.3 Gaseous Waste Control

The following filter changes were made:

Building 2 - No.11 filter booster unit - 5 pre-filters

Building 3 - Room 205-210 - 8 pre-filters

Building 23 extension - 14 absolute filters

Building 23 extension - 10 pre-filters

Building 41 - No.l hot cells - 4 pre-filters

Building 5 7 - 8 pre-filters

Building 54 - No.2 hot cells - 8 charcoal absorbers for the removal of
radioiodine

Building 54 - 12 absolute filters.

An in situ Dioctyl phthalate (OOP) test was done on the fume cupboard
fitted with an absolute filter in laboratory Y17, Building 19. Twenty-six
absolute filters were given an acceptance test with OOP aerosol.

5.4 Other Tasks

On three occasions, waste control staff were involved in the shipment of
yell oweake.

All low and medium level waste stored in a galvanised iron shed near the
Site incinerator was transferred to and stored in shipping containers in the
yellowcake store.

A load of asbestos and asbestos millboard lining from HIFAR together with
7 m of epoxy-contami nated galvanised iron ducting were sent to the
Metropolitan Waste Disposal Authority's depot at Castlereagh for disposal.
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Three ion-exchange columns from HIFAR were drained and flushed before the
resin was dried and removed for disposal.

Mr Syed Abdul Malik, the officer who will be the leader of Waste
Management Section for the Malaysian reactor complex, was attached to Waste
Control Section for training in practical and theoretical aspects of waste
management.

6. TESTING AND INSPECTION

[R. Truer]

The Testing and Inspection Section continued its safety-oriented auditing
role of checking goods and services, and performing the necessary tests and
inspections to ensure that such supplies or activities complied with the
specified standard, or relevant national or international code.

Requests for the services of every group within the section continued at
a high level and, in some areas, there was a significant increase in work load
and responsibility.

The section was again involved in a wide range of activities on many
hundreds of jobs, some large, some small. The jobs are too numerous to list
in a report of this type, so reference will be made only to some of the more
important areas, where there have been changes in the loading and
responsibility over previous years.

6.1 Experimental Pressurised Equipment

Routine inspections and tests on all pressure vessels, plant and system
continued throughout the year, as well as new manufacture. The total number
of vessels currently registered with this section is 363, of which 34 have
been decommissioned because of the termination of that field of research.
These vessels have been tagged with warning labels to prohibit further use
until they have been recertified.

The totals stated above do not include the commercial-type vessels such
as air reservoirs, steam autoclaves, etc. which come under the jurisdiction of
the NSW Department of Industrial Relations licensed inspector, nor does it
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include nuclear vessels within the HIFAR complex which are examined by the
HIFAR Operations Section (HOS) staff during major shutdowns. There is,
however, a possibility that these conditions may change 1n the future, because
the AAEC's Licensing and Regulatory Bureau has recognised this section as an
autonomous body. A request was made by the Bureau to carry out a detailed
examination of the HIFAR No.l storage block before the major shutdown.

6.2 Cranes and Lifting Appliances

Since the Testing and Inspection Section has taken over from the Safety
Department the responsibility for all monorail units and lifting appliances, a
complete survey has been carried out. This resulted in 98 monorails and 90
different types of lifting appliances coming under the Section's control.
These figures do not include the overhead travelling cranes (OHTC) which
remain under the care of the Site Maintenance Superintendent and those in the
HIFAR area which are the responsibility of the HOS (various tests are
performed on the OHTC and those in the HIFAR area by the section on request).

In addition to the above, the section is also responsible for the
acceptance of ancillary equipment such as shackles, eyebolts, and the various
types of slings from the manufacturer or supplier. In this area the rejection
rate is high and has been as much as 100 per cent.

In an attempt to formulate a realistic inspection and test program for
the Site, discussions were held with the various authorities including naval
personnel at the Garden Island Dockyard. They were most cooperative and
provided us with a copy of the Australian Navy Order covering the Periodic
Survey and Testing Requirements of Lifting Appliances on HMA Ships and Naval
Establishment. These regulations are now being examined, and a proposal will
be submitted to the Manager, Engineering Services and Operations (ES&O) for
approval.

6.3 Non-destructive Testing

This group continued to carry out all non-destructive testing on
production and service work for the site, in each of the techniques available,
which include radiography, ultrasonics, dye penetrants, magnetic particle and
eddy current.
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The type of work covered included

. pressure vessel manufacture,

. HIFAR fuel element storage block,

. reactor pipe work,

. crane hooks and components,

. effluent tanks, and

. active waste lines.

The quality of contract fabrication of critical work on Site is still
causing concern, and all specifications for this type of work should call for
rigid supervision and testing.

6.4 General

Maximum capacity loading was experienced in the metrology, vacuum testing
and pressure testing areas. In the pressure testing area, a high pressure
test cell is now under construction which will accommodate pressures up to 770
MPa (111 000 Ib/in).

Electrical inspections continue to reveal shortcomings 1n both design and
manufacture of proprietary items and specialised equipment imported from
overseas. Similarly, defects and other shortcomings have been detected in a
wide range of other goods delivered to the stores. The effort now being
expended in stores inspection and contractual work on behalf of the contracts
and supply officer is approximately 30 h/week.

Stress analysis by strain determination is continuing on pressure vessels
and structures, and to a lesser extent vibration analysis and acoustic
analysis. The time is approaching when some of this equipment will have to be
replaced because the electronics is obsolete, and replacement components
cannot be obtained.

Effort was expended on the certification of radioactive packaging and
development tests of various types of capsules associated with the posting and
transport of such materials.

All actions performed by the section are documented, and detailed quality
assurance (QA) records maintained of all actions (from design through to
commissioning) on work which has been categorised as 'critical'.
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The QA program to be implemented throughout the ES&O defines the actions
to be followed In each of four categories, A to D which cover the entire range
of work performed by the ES&O.

The category A classification is applicable to the components, systems or
structures required to prevent or mitigate the consequences of postulated
accidents that could cause risk to the health and safety of AAEC personnel or
the public. Categories B to D are concerned with items which have less safety
significance.

A quality assurance manual detailing the program is being prepared by
this section and the present status is:

Sections 1-3 have been completed. These have been forwarded to the
Licensing and Regulatory Bureau, together with the draft of Section 4 for
review and approval in principle. When approved, Sections 1 to 4 will be
issued to the departments and free-standing sections within ES&O in order that
they may establish, where required, procedures to control their activities in
accordance to the QA manual's requirements.

The development and establishment of QA records for tasks being
undertaken or controlled by ES&O is proceeding. Difficulties, however, are
being experienced in maintaining up-to-date records other than those for
critical category A work because of the lack of available effort.
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TABLE 1

OPERATING STATISTICS

REACTOR OPERATION

Average thermal power (MW)

" " _ flux in centre fuel element
(n can" s )

Integrate thermal power (JMW days)

Routine shutdown (hours)

Start up to full power (hours)

Reduced power operation (hours)

Pull power availability (%)

IRRADIATIONS COMPLETED

In self service facilities

In 'on power1 unload rigs

FUEL ELEMENTS

New elements received from U.K.

New elements loaded in core

Irr'd elements cropped

Irr'd element to long term storage

HEAVY WATER

Isotopic purity - start of period (%)

" " - end of period (%)

Supplied to moderator circuit (kg)

1.123 x 10

3168.4

1198.9

31.9

68.0

85.0

695

408

104

47

53

44

99.42

99.41

194.0

14 1.249 x 10

2621.9

993.9

28.5

73.2

85.5

878

460

56

41

47

60

99.36

99.31

Nil.
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1. SAFETY DEPARTMENT

1.1 Staffing

Staff numbers reached a critically low level which led to difficulties in
providing adequate safety services. Approvals to increase staff numbers have
permitted some improvement and it is expected that, by the end of the year, a
much more satisfactory staffing situation will have been achieved. However,
because of the need to provide in-house training, some months will then elapse
before the new personnel can make a significant contribution to the provision
of safety services.

1.2 Radiological Safety

In a new organisational arrangement an area safety officer was appointed
to be responsible for the provision of radiation protection services and
advice to Isotope Division. This arrangement has permitted much closer
liaison between Isotope Division and Safety Department. This has resulted in
the resolution of many difficulties before they become problems.

A program of updating and improving radiation protection instrumentation
was initiated and is continuing.

The initial stages of the HIFAR major shutdown created a large demand for
radiological protection services. The dismantling of the HIFAR D^O circuit,
the decontamination and examination of suspect expansion bellows from the
circuit, and the dismantling of the in-cell isotope separation plant and cell
decontamination at No. 2 Hot Cells required the provision of a large effort
for radiation protection surveillance and advice.

The results recorded by personal dosemeters, and confirmed by whole-body
monitoring and bioassay examinations, showed that the radiation protection
services and advice provided during this work succeeded in keeping the
radiation doses to those engaged, at a satisfactorily low level.

A failure in contamination control procedures in the cobalt cell area led
to an incident in which very small and radiologically insignificant amounts of
Co and P were transferred to the houses of two workers. These were

satisfactorily decontaminated. Physical modifications to the change room area
and improved entry/exit procedures were recommended, instituted, and have



proved effective. The commissioning of the No.2 Junior Cave in July resulted
in a significant improvement in contamination control in the production areas
of Building 23A.

1.3 Personnel Dosimetry

The work of the Personnel Dosimetry Group is the assessment of the
radiation dose received by workers at the Research Establishment. This work
has two aspects: one deals with the detection and measurement of
radioactivity in the body and the assessment of the resultant dose commitment;
the other, with the measurement and assessment of the radiation doses received
from external sources.

The whole body monitor was used routinely to check for the presence of
radioactivity in the bodies of staff in occupations in which there is some
chance of ingestion or inhalation of radioactive materials. In those cases in
which the radioisotopes concerned are not easily detected by this technique
bioassay techniques were used. Non-routine activities included the
measurement, for the Sutherland Hospital, of the total potassium content of a
patient, and special measurements on Research Establishment staff whom the
area safety officer had reason to suspect may have had an intake of
radioactive material.

Doses to individuals from external sources were measured by film
dosemeters and by thermoluminescent dosemeters (TLD). Most effort was given
to measurement and assessment of the doses recorded by the dosemeters worn by
radiation workers. These dosemeters are changed routinely on a four-week
cycle. Non-routine work included assessment of doses recorded by TLD used
experimentally in environmental survey work and in special assessments of
personal dosemeters in cases in which the area safety officer had reason to
suspect that an individual may have experienced a higher than normal radiation
exposure.

The individual doses accumulated did not differ significantly from the
generally very low ones of previous years.

There is a strong possibility that the major manufacturer of dosemeter
grade film may cease production in the next few years. In personal dosimetry,
TLD is the only viable alternative to the film dosemeter. In view of our
satisfactory experience with TLD in the form of small chips of lithium



fluoride for extremity dosemeters (fingers, wrists) we expect no significant
problems in substituting TLD for film dosemeters. As a precaution against
premature failure of film supplies, a one-year stock has been ordered.

1.4 Industrial Hygiene

The Industrial Hygiene Group continued to provide
consultative/investigative services in relation to environmental conditions in
the workplace not associated with ionising radiations. These services include
investigating and advising on protection against hazards, such as chemically
toxic materials (including dusts), lasers, excessive noise, inadequate
illumination, etc.

The commissioning of a gas-liquid chromatograph in a newly arranged
laboratory in the boiler house has provided the ability to rapidly identify
and measure many airborne contaminants. Arrangements were made that permit
on-site counting of asbestos-in-air samples. Previously these had to be taken
to a cooperative commercial laboratory with suitable equipment.

1.5 Technical Secretariat

The Technical Secretariat is responsible for the provision of safety
training, industrial safety and fire safety services; the organisational
arrangements to deal with emergencies; and the provision of
secretarial/administrative services to the various safety committees.

The appointment of a fire safety officer and a fire station assistant has
permitted a major reduction in the backlog of work associated with the
servicing and maintenance of fire-safety equipment, the resumption of fire
safety surveys, and greater opportunity for training Australia Federal Police
(AFP) in fire fighting. However, because of the low strength in the AFP
detachment, the numbers that could be made available for training were
unsatisfactorily low. Negotiations are in progress for the purchase of two
ex-RAAF fire tenders. These will significantly enhance local fire fighting
ability.

It is planned, as more staff become available, to increase significantly
the effort devoted to safety training, particularly of apprentices and trainee
technicians.



The sudden death of the industrial safety officer and the resignation of
a safety surveyor created difficulties in providing a full range of industrial
safety services.

A series of exercises was held, each of them involving the duty safety
coordinator, an overall controller, an officer of the NSW Health Commission
and some officers on the AFP. The exercises revealed the need for improvement
in some of the local organisational arrangements; this has been made. The
exercises are part of a comprehensive review of emergency anrrangements being
carried out by an experienced senior radiation protection officer.

Safety Department staff contributed heavily to the work of the Safety
Assessment Committee and the Compensation Claims Consultative Panel. A senior
radiation protection officer was appointed as a member of the Reactor Safety
Committee.

The preparation of the report on the environmental survey for 1978 is
well in hand and publication is expected by the end of 1979. The report
shows that the amounts of radioisotopes of Research Establishment origin found
in environmental samples were not significantly different from the very small
amounts found in previous years.

1.6 Aerosol Physics

The interests of the Aerosol Physics Group are the study of the
characteristics and behaviour of the radioiodines and their compounds, and the
use of activated charcoals as a means of controlling the emission of those
compounds to atmosphere.

Because of staff shortages, the performance achieved by this group was
limited. A series of trials was made in which specimens of the charcoals used
in radioiodine absorbers were tested, exposed to vapours of materials commonly
found in laboratories, then re-tested to measure the amount of 'poisoning'
which had occurred and the rate at which the charcoal recovered its original
adsorptive capacity when exposed to purging by clean air.

The general conclusion drawn from this test program was that all solvent
and acid vapours when present, either in the gas phase or adsorbed on the
charcoal, appear to interfere, to some degree, with the adsorption of methyl
iodide (one of the most penetrating of the iodine compounds and the reference



material for adsorption trials.)

The effects of methanol, acetone, and methyl-ethyl-ketone could not be
detected by the method used in these trials. Ethanol, carbon tetrachloride
and carbon disulphide affected the performance immediately after exposure but
the effect disappeared completely after a few hours' purging with air.
Propanol had a marked effect on the performance but this was followed by a
telatively rapid (approximately 1 week) recovery. Butanol had a more marked
effect than proponal. This was followed by a fairly rapid partial recovery
which hardly improved after prolonged purging. The poisoning effect of high
boiling point organic liquids, such as lubricating oil and dioctyl phthallate
is much greater, for a given mass of vapour, than those of the vapours of
liquids of lower boiling points. However, vapour concentrations of the high
molecular weight compounds at ambient temperatures are low and an appreciable
time is required before poisoning effects can be measured.

The vapours of nitric, hydrochloric and acetic acids had drastic and, in
practical terms, irreversible 'poisoning1 effects.

Important practical results of this work are that it has now been
demonstrated

. that charcoal traps intended to remove radioiodines from air streams
must not be exposed to vapours of acids and kerosene, and

. that the temporary reduction in performance following short
exposures of adsorber beds to fairly high concentrations of the
vapours of some low molecular weight compounds can be tolerated if
the beds are about four times larger than the absolute minimum size.

1.7 Ventilation Safety

The duties of the Ventilation Safety consultant include liaison with the
designers/suppliers, the users and the operators of ventilation equipment used
for the control of radioactive, toxic or otherwise hazardous aerosols. For
systems already in operation the consultant's responsibilities include
investigating and resolving problems, and testing to ensure that they have
been overcome. Problems that arose during the year in Building 54 (No. 2 Hot
Cells) serve as an illustration.



The most serious of these problems was the release of radioiodine vapours
to the rear of cell area via the active drains. This was cured temporarily by
sealing the floor drains in the rear-of-cell area. A more permanent solution
was achieved by the installation of non-return valves on the delay tanks.
This reduced the air pressure in the drainage system to the same pressure as
that in the cells. Since this is lower than that in the rear-of-cell area, if
a leak path develops that involves the drainage system, any air flow must be
away from the rear-of-cell area and toward the cells.

Another problem was the release and circulation within the building of
small amounts of radioactive noble gases from the cell exhaust system. This
radioactivity, while insignificant as a health hazard, was sufficient to mask
a potentially more serious radioiodine emission. It also prevented early
detection of an iodine release by the monitoring equipment due to the
collection of rubidium-88 (the daughter of krypton-88), on the iodine sampler.
The source of the leak was identified as the cell exhaust fans in the plant
room. Several unsuccessful attempts were made to seal poorly-designed
flexible joints on the fans. The joints were then replaced by a superior
design which completely eliminated this leak path, but not the release. More
detailed investigation showed that the fan-housings, which were designed for
external use but installed in an internal location, were fitted with large but
concealed rain-water drain holes. Sealing the drain holes completely
eliminated the leak. It must be pointed out that this ventilation system was
part of a 'turn-key1 contract for the whole building and was not designed at
the Research Establishment.

During this investigation it was found that the return route for the
noble gases released in the plant room, which is external to Building 54, was
via the common cavity wall. To prevent any possible future releases via this
route, an exhaust register was fitted to the building exhaust duct in the
plant room to reduce the air pressure from atmospheric to a value between that
in the cavity wall and the rear-of-cell area. The cavity wall will now act as
a barrier to releases from either direction.

The incorporation of a booster fan in the exhaust duct serving the
decontamination room has resulted in a satisfactory improvement in the
collection of radioactive material released to atmosphere during
decontamination operations.



1.8 Extramural Activities

Extramural activities again placed a heavy demand on Safety Department
resources.

At the request of the Department of National Development, radiation
protection services and advice were provided

. at Maralinga, during the exploratory and operational phases of the
recovery and preparation for shipment to the United Kingdom of
plutonium contaminated wastes buried there;

. during work recommended by the Australian Ionising Radiation
Advisory Council (AIRAC) at certain places in the Maralinga area;
and

. at the Monte Bello Islands during work recommended by AIRAC and
conducted by an Army Engineering unit. This work included the
construction of concrete plinths over bomb test sites, the removal
of debris and structures and the erection of warning srgns in
various languages.

A total of about two man-weeks of technical effort and about five man-
weeks of senior professional effort was devoted to these tasks.

The Department made the organisational arrangements, and provided
equipment, but was unable to provide staff for the radiation monitoring
operation during the visit to Perth of USS Tunney from 18 to 26 April 1979.
On this occasion, a professional officer was provided by Head Office and a
technician by Instrumentation and Control Division.

The Controller was involved in Commonwealth/State consultations
concerning the removal and disposal of radium-contaminated soil from Hunters
Hill.

Several officers of the department were regularly involved in the
meetings of the Local Liaison Working Party. This body, composed of officers
from various NSW instrumentalities and the AAEC, is responsible for the
establishment and continuing review of the organisational arrangements to deal
with a Research Establishment emergency that might have off-Site consequences.



A version of APTCARE (A Plan to Cope with Accidents at the Research
Establishment) was made public. At the request of the NSW members of the
working party, this version contained no information (telephone numbers, radio
frequencies and call-signs etc) which could be put to mischievous use.

Several officers made significant contributions to the work of various
committees of the Standards Association of Australia. A notable example was
the Department's contribution to the SAA Code of Practice on Laboratory
Safety.

Officers of the Department again were prominent in the affairs of the
Australian Radiation Protection Society, both office-bearers and contributors
to the technical sessions of the ARPS 4th Annual Conference.



2. SITE INFORMATION SERVICES DEPARTMENT

(Controller, K.H. Tate)

2.1 Library Services

(W.H. Neale)

The earlier difficulties with staff shortages eased somewhat and it was
possible to open the Library for all normal working hours.

The Library installed the hardware for connection to the Overseas
Telecommunication Commission's MIDAS and made increasing use of Lockheed's
Dialog system of literature data bases kept on their computers at Palo Alto,
California. This access to a large proportion of the World's scientific
abstracting services should make a dramatic difference to the information
services provided to research staff.

The International Nuclear Information System (INIS) was extensively used.
Developments to the software were made by Applied Mathematics and Computing
Division staff to improve the search strategy.

Cooperation has continued with the National Library of Australia on a
number of national information systems. Preliminary work commenced on the
design of a National Energy Information System (NEIS) with Information
Services staff participating in a Working Group convened by the Department of
National Development and Energy.

Owing to reduction of operations at the Mascot Office it became necessary
to re-arrange the collections at the several libraries. Most of the Mascot
material was incorporated in the Head Office Library collection.

2.2 Editorial and Publications Group

(M.E. Workman)

In the review period, a word processing system, which is a subset of the
Bell Laboratories (USA) UNIX Operating System, was implemented on the SIS
PDP11/34. Although use of this word processing system (WPS) was expected to
improve report throughput, teething problems unalleviated by continued staff
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shortages, have more than offset the advent of the WPS. For example, large
complicated tasks (e.g. lecture notes, progress reports) have had to be
constantly placed second to shorter, simpler and seemingly more urgent work.
This has resulted in a back log of such work that only a large and sustained
effort will overcome - and then at the expense of other work which continues
to arrive at the usual rate. Nevertheless, the flexibility and extra
facilities provided by the WPS have improved the presentation of reports.
Greater experience with the system and alleviation of staff shortages should
ultimately provide a better all-round service for a wider range of
publications than previously possible.

A total of 26 AAEC/E reports, - 118 journal and conference papers and one
set of lecture notes were handled by the group in the review period. In
addition, sundry advice and assistance was given in connection with a number
of other types of publications e.g. theses, consultancy reports, conference
proceedings etc.

During August 1979, the Assistant Scientific Editor was invited to join
an AAEC team in Arnhem Land. Besides discussing matters on uranium mining
with Aboriginal councillors at a number of settlements, the team gave advice
to Northern Territory officials on the production and publication of a
pamphlet on this topic.

A periodic newsletter, AAEC Nuclear News, was launched in March 1979.
Three issues have been published and distributed according to a mailing list
covering over 4000 names. Topics reported include rapid methods of assaying
coal and uranium, medical isotope standardisation and delivery, structural
fatigue diagnosis, library services, and computers. Since AAEC Nuclear News
first appeared, there has been a steady demand for copies, amounting to 1000
more than the mailing list. In addition, 50 requests for regular mailings
have been received.

Some items from AAEC Nuclear News have been re-reported in the daily
press and other publications. This is very encouraging since it confirms that
Nuclear News is achieving its purpose.
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3. COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES

(Manager, Commercial Applications: A. Walker)

3.1 Patents

A number of inventions have been considered for patent action during
1979; these are summarised below:

3.1.1 Improvements to X-ray techniques for determination of the ash content
of coal

(Inventors - J.S. Watt, R.A. Fookes, V.L. Gravitls)

This invention is an improvement on an earlier granted patent for coal
ash analysis, using X-ray techniques.

3.1.2 Apparatus and method for immobilising waste material

(Inventors - K.D. Reeve, E.J. Ramm, J.L. Woolfrey)

This invention concerns the practical application of SYNROC and similar
materials, to the storage of radioactive waste.

3.1.3 Determination of the solid weight fraction and ash content of coal
slurries

(Inventor: J.S. Watt)

This invention is a specific application of ash determination of coal
when it is being conveyed as a slurry in a pipeline.

3.1.4 Determination of the ash content of coal using annihilation radiation

(Inventor: B.D. Sowerby)

The invention extends AAEC technology for ash determination of coal using
radioisotopes, to provide a full cover for commercial exploitation.
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3.2 Trademarks

The use of the trademark Skeltec was discontinued owing to the withdrawal
of the associated product from the AAEC range of radiopharmaceuticals. An
application has been made for the use of the trademark Maypack, in association
with the AAEC products used in the sampling of radioiodine in exhaust gases
from nuclear processes.

3.3 Exploitation

3.3.1 Exploitation of Inventions

Further commercial exploitation of inventions resulting from the research
program has been undertaken during 1979. An expression of interest in one
such invention, a novel technetium generator, has been made by the
Radiochemical Centre and preliminary negotiations are in train. Various
organisations have expressed an interest in another invention relating to
photogravure with fission fragments and alpha ray etch tracks, and some
samples of the process product have been sent to the Reserve Bank of
Australia, and De La Rue Giori for assessment.

3.3.2 Exploitation of Technology

Another area of commercial exploitation, that of technology, is currently
being studied. In specific areas of AAEC expertise in which private industry
is deficient, it is believed that such expertise should be offered on normal
commercial terms. Several areas have already been selected for potential
technology licensing.

3.4 Services to Industry

The AAEC provides a range of services to industry which earn revenue;
during 1979 the revenue earned (orders received) amounted to 196 119. This
revenue is obtained without any advertising and the services are most likely
known to a few selected organisations only.

Early in 1979 a series of commercial documents was proposed in which AAEC
services would be described. Unfortunately, due to staff shortages only four
such publications were completed by the end of 1979. However, most of the
remaining eleven publications should be completed in 1980, so that promotional
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activity can then commence and so increase the volume of commercial work
undertaken by the AAEC.

3.4.1 Sales

A sales analysis chart for the twelve months ended 30 June 1979 is shown
in the table below. It is confidently predicted that revenue obtained from
those services associated with non-destructive testing will substantially
increase.

SALES ANALYSIS FOR OUTSIDE SERVICES

TYPE OF SERVICE

Analytical Chemistry

Uranium Analysis

Hire of Equipment

Metal1urgy

Manufacturing Services

Supply of D20

Supply of Nuclear Materials

Disposal of Radioactive Waste

Environmental Measurements & Surveys

Computer Usage

Isotope Applications & Consultancies

Royalties

Handling Charges for Yellowcake

Library Services

Printing Services

Miscellaneous Services

Calibrations

TOTAL

FINANCIAL
YEAR TO DATE
30/6/79

$ 17380

14292

3459

120

6488

6960

310

155

12312

8116

29030

3600

38312

1454

4542

73357

3267

223154
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